with splendid views over Lake Trasimeno. He maintained his interest in developments in the United Kingdom and contributed important papers to the National Economic Development Office (NEDO) and Science Research Council (SRC) Committees and to the professional institutions. Williamson must rate as one of the major innovators of his generation, and his achievement is particularly notable as he spanned a number of branches of engineering which tend to be compartmentalized. C h il d h o o d a n d f a m il y i n f l u e n c e s
The Williamson family lived in a large town house not far from the King's Theatre in Edinburgh. This was a substantial stone building on three floors, and was originally the Manse of the adjacent Church. Theo's father did most of the maintenance and improvement work on the house himself, calling in family assistance where practicable. No job was too difficult for him to tackle, including the complete conversion of the house from gas to elec tricity. These major operations gave the young Theo a great deal of practical knowledge in household repairs, plumbing, furniture making and wood and metal working. He later claimed that it was one of the best heated houses in Edinburgh, having anthracite stoves in each room, installed by his father, in times when the occupants of most Edinburgh houses shivered in the Scottish winter. Theo's father also did much of the maintenance work on the family cars. He thought nothing of stripping and rebuilding an engine, or completely repainting the coachwork by brush in the days before spray painting had arrived.
A major stimulation arrived in 1932 when the Williamson family got its first valve radio, an S.T. 300 made from a kit to a well known Popular Wireless design by John Scott-Taggart. The family also started taking regularly Popular Wireless and other radio magazines which Theo read avidly. Every year his father would build the latest Scott-Taggart circuit and make a fine cabinet to house it. Theo learnt a lot by reading radio magazines and making sets work properly, and he began to make short wave receivers and (illegal) transmitters. Friendships with like-minded people led to much self education in electronics, and to making better than average record reproducing equipment with a 20 W negative feed-back amplifier in 1938-39, fed from the then 200 V direct current electricity supply. The amplifier was an adaptation from Wireless World articles on negative feed-back. It was 'state of the art' at the time, and started a lifelong interest in sound reproduction leading to international acclaim a decade later.
As a boy, Theo was never keen on games or athletics, and matters were not helped by the fact that he caught tuberculosis from a maid. This left him weakened for the rest of his life and prevented him from joining any of the Services during the War. Rather than play games, he preferred to read about technological developments, make things or visit museums. In about 1935 a family friend gave him a three-year subscription to the magazine Popular Science. This had excellent articles on physics, chemistry and electricity, and constructional articles on equipment like mercury vacuum pumps. New subjects like heavy water and the mechanism of luminescence were described, and he eagerly awaited the arrival of each issue. He treasured the magazines sufficiently to learn how to bind the volumes into a book, and all he learned stood him in good stead later.
When he was 12, Theo was taken to the Science Museum in London and left there alone for the whole day. He was fascinated and struck by the many examples of progress from crude beginnings to relative sophistication, from which he could visualize the character of the men who had lifted us out of peasantry. The Royal Scottish Museum in Edinburgh, which has an excellent Science and Engineering Section, was a favourite Saturday haunt for him.
At about this time he discovered that there was a George Heriot's Award for Applied Science at his school. He competed twice for this and won it on both occasions. He described his first entry as a rather fanciful demonstration of the transmission of power by radio. A motor was made to rotate at a distance of 10 feet from a small UHF transmitter at less than 500 cm wavelength, the energy being rectified by a silicon crystal of 1923. His second entry was a lathe for recording gramophone records. Theo wrote 'this was constructed from all sorts of junk, including a recording cutter head made from an antique Blue Spot balanced armature loud-speaker movement of the late 1920s, but it all worked surprisingly well and I learned a lot about drunken thread forms in getting a good feed screw mechanism'.
A second important stimulation arrived in 1937 when an outstandingly capable electrical power engineer, Peter d'Eyncourt Stowell joined the Edinburgh Corporation Electricity Department as Senior Engineer and stayed as a boarder with the Williamsons for two or three years until he was married. He had a hobby interest in light-current engineering as it was then known, and had constructed a television receiver for the Marconi-EMI transmissions which had started from Alexandra Palace in November 1936. Unfortunately, the transmis sions could not be received in Edinburgh, so d'Eyncourt Stowell and Theo cannibalized the set to make an oscilloscope.
U n iv e r s it y
In 1940, when he was \TA, Williamson left George Heriot's School and became an under graduate in Engineering at the University of Edinburgh. It was the beginning of the second year of the War, just after the Battle of Britain, and everything was deadly serious. Apart from the evening work which was necessary for classes, there was fire watching and Home Guard duties, which left little time for anything else. The Edinburgh engineering course in those days was a general one covering civil, mechanical and in Theo's case electrical engi neering. The Engineering Department at Edinburgh University had a civil engineering bias due to its previous professors, although it had a good mechanical engineering school. The electrical engineering part of the Course, which was mainly in the second and third years, was based on the Heriot-Watt College in Edinburgh, where there was an excellent Electrical Department under Professor M.G. Say. Theo said that he learned a great deal about real engi neering in his three years, and really felt at the end that he knew something about the broad spectrum of engineering, which he felt was absent from some present day courses. He partic ularly valued the grounding he received in hydraulics, strength of materials, heat engines and the like, which he found very useful in his later career as it enabled him to take a direct grasp of situations where more specialized engineers would be floundering and dependent upon advice from others. He was able to argue on equal terms with mechanical and electrical engi neers on his staff and to get the desired result.
Williamson left Edinburgh University in 1943 without a Degree, because he failed a mandatory mathematics examination. There appears to have been some misunderstanding at the time, and his Professor told Theo that he would have been eligible for an Honours Degree. His University did, however, give him an Honorary D.Sc. in 1985, as did HeriotWatt University in 1971.
M arconi-O sram valve company limited, July 1943 -February 1946 Williamson was interviewed during his last year at University by C.P. Snow, who was Chief Recruiter for TRE (Telecommunications Research Establishment, at Malvern) and the Government Laboratories. Snow told him that he was not the sort of graduate research engi neer for whom they were looking, saying that he could smell them and he was not one. Williamson felt that he had lost the opportunity to make a contribution where he would prob ably have been very effective. Instead, he was drafted to the Marconi-Osram (M-O) Valve Company in Hammersmith as an Engineer in the Development Laboratory. Here, there were three or four very good specialists in valve design who were busy making new types for the Services. It was very specialized work, requiring a great deal of trial-and-error testing in an attempt to miniaturize the equipment so that it could be carried more conveniently on aircraft. Theo became one of the helpers and testers; but since he had no aspiration to become a valve designer, it was boring and tedious work for him.
After a time, he managed to be moved from the Development to the Applications Laboratory, which was much more to his liking and where he could make a better contribu tion. The Applications Laboratory was run by Mr Graham Woodville, whom Theo described as a pleasant, easy-going character who knew a great deal about the background of radio communication and the uses of receiving-type valves. Theo's job was to help with the testing in various types of circuit of new valve designs and to write application reports for these to ensure that they were used properly. He felt that this was work on which he was quite com petent. As a private venture in his spare time, with Woodville's connivance, he did some work on better sound amplifiers and on a very light-weight pick-up, which did not exist com mercially at that time. The result of the amplifier work was a unit which produced 20 W at less than 0.1% harmonic distortion. This was unheard of in those days, when most amplifiers were rated at about 5% harmonic distortion.
The combination of the light-weight pick-up, a good amplifier and a reasonably good speaker adapted from units which Woodville had constructed for his audio test team, impressed many visitors and also Woodville's boss, who asked Theo to demonstrate it to the M -0 Valve Company Board and to write a report on it. This report No. Q253 was taken, after Theo had left the Company, to the Editor of Wireless World by a Director of the parent company, The General Electric Company, with the object of increasing the sales of the Company's valves which Theo had specified in his design. Theo knew the Editor because he had written for Wireless World, and the article about his amplifier was published in 1946. To everyone's surprise it was an instant, major success and the numbers of amplifiers subse quently built by amateurs and entrepreneurs round the world ran into hundreds of thousands. One Company alone in the United States sold at least 100 000. This brought Theo no money but a great deal of fame as the amplifier was known by his name, and he found that it gave him introductions in many unexpected places, particularly in the United States. He reported that he would suddenly find that a man with whom he was doing business would be a fan who had built one of his amplifiers 10 years before, and this did nothing but good.
Towards the end of his time at the M - as an outstanding leader who ran the organization in a friendly but firm manner and got the best out of people. Toothill had started his career as an engineering apprentice but had decided to switch to Accountancy. He had a charisma combined with a sharp intellect, and enough knowledge of engineering to enable him to hold his own with groups of engineers and managers, who sometimes had conflicting ideas. Over the next 30 years he built up the Scottish factories of Ferranti into the most profitable part of the Group, and at the same time took a leading role in transforming the Scottish economy from heavy, low added-value engi neering to the electronics-based industry now know as silicon glen.
Theo regarded Maurice Taylor as an outstandingly inventive engineer who was the second major influence in his career. Taylor was the most effective lateral thinker that Theo had met: he produced more good ideas in half an hour than most people do in a year. This could be disconcerting, and it took a lot of subsequent thought to avoid confusion, but the effect was to stimulate his staff to innovate well beyond their normal capacity. The Laboratories spent about four years attempting to apply techniques developed in war time to industrial measurement and control, but with mixed success. For Ferranti, based in Manchester, the textile industry seemed an obvious target. Considerable effort was put into solving what managers in textile companies perceived as problems, but this had no great impact because they were really trivial and peripheral problems in relation to the level of decline in the industry. Williamson commented that Ferranti made little money out of their textile develop ments because of the effort required to maintain their equipment in such a hostile environ ment, where the operating staff did not know the difference between a resistor and a capacitor. Also, the limited volume of applications in which the textile companies would invest could not sustain the level of effort which Ferranti were making. A similar pattern was evident in other industries because their leaders did not have the vision to grasp the potential of new ways of doing things in the way that the Service Chiefs had done so successfully during the War. As a result, Ferranti tended to move towards Ministry of Supply contracts such as an ultrasonic air speed indicator, which was Theo's first major job, followed by an ultrasensitive magnetic amplifier based on the ideas of Professor F.C. Williams. The instru mentation of the prototype steam catapult which was being installed on the aircraft carrier Perseus in Rosyth under the guidance of Commander Colin Mitchell R.N. was Theo's second major job at Ferranti. This was completed in 1950, in which year Maurice Taylor had been seconded to Ferranti Electric Ltd in Canada to start a development laboratory there and decided to remain in Canada.
At this point John Toothill came to see Theo and said that he thought it was time that Ferranti spent more time on improving their own manufacturing techniques. Other develop ments within the Company, including the development of the Gyro Gun Sight and in Radar equipment, were creating the need for the manufacture of a wide range of mechanical parts and causing congestion in the workshops, particularly in the milling section. The time taken to make some of the complex wave guide assemblies for aircraft radar, which were carved out of solid pieces of aluminium alloy to high accuracy was, as Theo put it, astronomical. So the Ferranti system of computer-controlled machinery was born.
The Company had recently opened a computer department in collaboration with the National Research Development Corporation and Professor F.C. Williams at Manchester University. Williamson concluded that his first step should be to consider the possibility of moving the slideways of machine tools by means of servomechanisms under the control of a computer, so that parts could be made by dead reckoning rather than relying on the skills of a machinist. He formed his team of six people from the Applications Laboratory and they con sidered how best they could meet their objective. They did not know of any other work of this nature, so were able to approach matters from first principles without any pre-conceived notions. Williamson believed that therein lay the strength of the development, because Ferranti ended up with a system which was better than anything else in the world. Subsequently he learned that there was work going on in the servomechanisms laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) under Professor Gordon Brown, so he went over to visit MIT in 1951, but did not learn anything that subsequently proved useful. He considered that the MIT work was pedestrian and it misled the American machine tool industry, which copied it fairly slavishly for the next 5-10 years.
His first task was to learn something about the problems of driving slideways in a milling machine to a precision of 0.0002" (0.0051 mm) which was needed in current Ferranti pro duction. This accuracy was an order of magnitude better than the MIT systems were capable of at the time. The principal problems to be overcome in the milling machines then available were the high and variable slideway friction and backlash in the leadscrews.
The next five years were spent in overcoming these and other problems using a variety of machine tool drives, depending upon the size of the tools and the uses to which they were put. At the outset Williamson realized that it would never be possible to make an accurately controlled machine tool by relying on the leadscrews for measurement, which was universal practice at that time. Since the whole system was to be controlled by a digital computer, it seemed evident that what was needed was a system of linear measurement, and the idea emerged of a line counting system using photographic plates similar to those used for screen printing. When two of these plates were superimposed, Moire fringe effects were produced, and this was the start of the Ferranti grating measurement system, which remains unsur passed as a precision linear measuring system capable of resolution down to 1 pm. Gratings of the order of 5 000 lines per inch of high precision and regularity were required, so Williamson went with one of his colleagues to the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) to consult with Dr H. Barrell, who was Superintendent of the Metrology Department. Barrell put Williamson into touch with Dr L.A. Fayce, the Superintendent of the Light Division, who had been working with his colleagues on the suggestion of Sir Thomas Merton F.R.S. that large optical diffraction gratings of up to 14 000 lines per inch could be produced by means of a helical screw with a work nut which averaged out all the cyclical errors in the thread, producing a perfect linear motion which was then used to cut a second screw, the pitch of which was nearly perfect. The thread angle was chosen to give the best diffraction properties, and a cast was taken from the screw by pouring a plastic film over it which was then cut axially and peeled off to be transferred to a glass plate, so producing a cheap but highly accurate replica grating. Dr Fayce had had some difficulty in convincing optical grating users of the validity of this process, so he was enthusiastic about the idea of using it for measurement.
In about two months the NPL had cut a 5 000 line per inch thread and produced replicas of high linearity. By cutting the grating at a slight angle to the line of movement, it was easy to adjust the pitch to precisely 5 000 lines per inch, and by using a small piece of the same grating as a cursor, a magnified Moire fringe pattern was produced. This fringe moved for wards or backwards according to the relative movement of the cursor and the main grating, one complete fringe cycle representing a movement of 0.0002". By using two photo diodes a logic system was devised which gave a pulse train of 10 000 pulses per inch, with positive or negative pulses depending on direction of movement. The system was patented and there were many subsequent developments, and it worked extremely well in practice up to a grating length of about 12". Longer lengths had to be produced by assembling lengths in accurate register. Beyond about 5 ft this proved to be inconvenient, and the team subse quently developed a reflecting system using photographically produced lines on polished stainless steel tape; but the basic principle remained the same.
As development work proceeded the limitations of conventional lead screws became very clear, but the recirculating-ball screw arrived just at the right moment. This now well known mechanism had been invented as a steering mechanism for road vehicles and was used by General Motors. The Beaver Company in America had started to produce good quality recir culating-ball screws up to several feet in length which had high efficiency but were not back lash free. Owing to the good efficiency it was possible to use two nuts loaded against each other, which gave a rotary-linear transmission an order of magnitude more precise than any thing hitherto available. For larger machines, rack and pinions with a split pinion spring loaded to take out the backlash were used. Having thus solved the basic mechanical prob lems, the way was open for the development of high precision machine tools.
Originally it had been hoped that the Ferranti Computer Department in Moston would be able to help with the data processing side of machine tool control, but this later proved to be an illusion. Computers in those days were big, slow and expensive. A large computer like the Ferranti Mark 1 would have spent most of its time feeding a single machine tool. Evidently, something quite new and different was required, which was less costly and much faster than a programmed computer. One of Theo's colleagues, Mr D.F. Walker, subsequently Chief Engineer of the Machine Tool Control Department, hit on the idea of a Digital Differential Analyser with a hard-wired programme which would solve quadratic equations. This could generate circles, ellipses and parabolae in three dimensions, which was exactly what was needed for engineering design. The team quickly built a prototype using logic elements con sisting of diodes followed by a micro miniature valve amplifier, and demonstrated that this worked highly satisfactorily in two dimensions. It could generate and control data at 10 times the speed needed for moving the slideways of the machine tools. Williamson decided that the best way to transfer data to the machine tool was by magnetic tape rather than the punched paper tape used by MIT and copied by almost everyone else. Magnetic tape gave a consider ably smoother, faster transfer and placed no limitations on the machining speed. It also reduced the amount of electronics required at the machine tool, which was important in those days of valves and just emerging transistors. With a computer system capable of recording tapes at 8-10 times the speed at which they could be replayed, a computer was evidently capable of feeding a large number of machine tools. For years this system was far in advance of anything else available. Most of the part programming for other systems had to be done laboriously, section by section with linear interpolation which made curves and circles diffi cult to specify.
In 1955, Williamson's team demonstrated their system to the Duke of Edinburgh when he opened the new Development Laboratories at Ferranti, Edinburgh. These replaced the makeshift laboratories in the old gunsight factory, but were not ideal for machine tool control development. Williamson's team therefore moved to an old mansion on the banks of the Forth at Craigroyston. This became a dedicated machine tool laboratory with its own manu facturing space. Theo wrote of this set-up 'it was a very happy place and will always be an inspiration as to how a team of people can be closely knit, professionally and socially, in order to achieve a useful purpose with the minimum administration paperwork. Everyone knew exactly what his job was, and could instantly communicate as necessary with his col leagues. Unfortunately this pattern is all but dead in British industry although it survives in some oases in the United States'.
In about 1957 the Air Materiel Command of the U.S. Air Force decided to equip their air craft contractors with large numerically controlled machine tools as a means of launching numerical control in American industry. They sent a delegation of engineers from the major aircraft companies to visit all potential suppliers of numerical controls around the world; which in practice meant the United States and the United Kingdom. In addition to a technical appraisal, they required a test part to be cut which was subsequently measured to determine the accuracy of control. The test part cut by Ferranti was the most accurate, and the system the best they had encountered. The Ferranti team expected to get substantial orders, but nothing came of it because General Electric countered with huge cancellation charges for systems which had already been ordered from them. The exercise did however bring Ferranti to the notice of Bendix, who were one of the principal developers of numerical control in the United States. They negotiated a deal with Ferranti to design and supply a numerical control system and digital measuring machines using the grating system to measure and inspect com ponents.
One of the milestones in the Ferranti machine tool control programme was the building of the Fairey-Ferranti milling machine. This was a huge vertical milling machine with a capacity of about 3 m by 10 m, designed to mill aircraft wing spars and the like. This was a landmark in the design of large machine tools and for a long time was the most sophisticated and accurate machine tool of its class. All the slideways had hydrostatic bearings and were the first in the world to have used these in machine tools. The column, which weighed around 5 t, could be pushed along the slideway by one's little finger, so low was the friction.
Hydraulic servomechanisms were used which proved to be so good that electric servos were abandoned. The column carried a cutting head, which was driven hydraulically at speeds up to 8 000 rpm with a maximum power of 50 hp. Owing to the very rapid cutting speed, nearly all the heat was removed in the chip so that the component remained cool and did not change dimensions. This 'adiabatic machining' also represented a landmark.
The machine was completed in 1957 and immediately went into service producing the tail engine cowling for the Trident aircraft. Owing to the use of hydrostatic bearings, the machine was designed literally to last for ever. Williamson regarded this machine as one of the high-spots of his time with Ferranti and felt that his team had never made anything quite so mechanically perfect. The Molins Company was founded in 1912, and by 1960 had two-thirds of the world's tobacco machinery business and exported 78% of its output. Theo first heard of the Company, which was not well known outside the tobacco industry, when the Managing Director visited Ferranti to see whether they could help them to make a machine to produce Ferguson three-dimensional cams which they wished to supply by in-house manufacture. To the Ferranti team the problem of making different sizes of three-dimensional cams was rela tively simple, though to Molins it was a very complex mechanical operation. Molins appointed a designer to work with the Ferranti team in Edinburgh and to evolve the structure of the machine, after which they made a complete working prototype. Ferranti provided the servos and controls and the machine worked perfectly at the first attempt.
Before the cam-making machine had been finished, Theo was approached by the Managing Director of Molins with an offer to become Director of Research and Development at Molins, directly responsible to the Chairman, with a seat on the Board and a salary of about four times what he was then earning at Ferranti. The reason for this offer was that Molins had run out of technology and know-how for making machines of the quality necessary to give good reliability, and were in serious trouble in keeping their machines going. Although he was not particularly interested in cigarette machines it was a tempting offer for Theo, and after he had made one or two visits to the Company and found out its fundamental quality, he decided to accept. He was then married with a young family and the ending of all financial worries was tempting in itself. There was no way that Ferranti could match Molins' offer, but they parted the best of friends and continued to cooperate.
At Molins it was important to move fast because of the growing engineering difficulties, particularly with the Mark 8 machine. Theo was lucky to find a few really good mechanical engineers, since Napiers in Acton was shedding staff and Theo was able to recruit Mr E.G. Preston as his Chief Mechanical Engineer. With him and one or two others, the deficiencies of the Mark 8 cigarette machine were rapidly corrected and what could have been a disaster was avoided.
Williamson soon realized that one of the main limitations at Molins was a lack of knowl edge of materials, and a restrictive manufacturing outlook which led to virtually all compo nents being machined from castings. He recruited a good materials engineer and set up a small group to be sure that the best materials were used for each application. This included making plastic components in an injection moulding machine with brass moulds, that turned out to be very successful. Within months, Molins were making more plastic than metal parts, for which they made all their own tooling usually in brass for short runs. As well as saving money, the door was opened to a completely different design philosophy which enabled many subsequent machine successes which would have been impossible had Molins been confined to metal parts.
When Theo arrived at Molins the speed of the Mark 8 machine was 1 800 cigarettes per minute. Before long, by improved design, this speed was increased to 2 300 and over the next 10 years it went up to 4 000 with the introduction of the Mark 9 machine.
Electronics began to become a major part of the tobacco machinery, first in the inspection of the cigarettes for which Theo made a fundamental invention, and then in all aspects of control of the machines and reporting in the work place. Williamson and his team developed great capability and customers came with all sorts of problems for which they thought the team could provide a solution.
Soon after he arrived, Williamson persuaded the Company to buy a small numerically controlled milling machine so that they could gain experience with the new technology in other ways than cam-making. There were many components suitable for manufacture by numerical control, and the machine was soon full of work. From his experience with the Fairey-Ferranti machine, Theo realized that, if the parts were made in light alloy, the almost unlimited theoretical speeds of metal removal could be exploited to make these parts very quickly and therefore cheaply, but the machine tools to do this did not exist. What was needed was an entirely new kind of machine tool with a relatively small size, but with extremely high metal removal rates. This meant a fast and powerful cutter spindle and fast slideway movements. Theo sent a memo to the Chairman and Managing Director pointing out that if Molins applied the same energy to improving their production methods as they had done to designing tobacco machinery, the Company would then have an impregnable posi tion in the industry. They agreed, and Theo started a programme to develop a range of machine tools that would give Molins this supremacy.
First, the existing components were surveyed to decide the size of machine required, and it was found that 70% of them were within the size 300 x 300 x 150 mm, and that between 80 and 90% of metal components could be made in light alloy. Within a year, the team had designed and built a two-spindle milling machine which was entirely original. All the slideways were hydrostatic, with a unique design which combined the hydraulic activator with the slideway in an easily manufacturable cylindrical form which could be made by precision grinding to be highly accurate and repeatable. Each of these was complemented by a simple flat hydrostatic slideway to give a kinematic pair. The calculated spindle power was 20 hp at speeds of up to 30 000 rpm. Such a spindle could not be driven electrically because the waste heat would have made it impossible to maintain close tolerances due to thermal expansion. He therefore devised a tiny Pelton wheel spindle driven by a jet of high pressure oil, speed and power being servo-controlled by a needle valve. This ran at constant temperature, all the waste heat being carried away by the oil, and after a few initial problems gave no trouble.
At the suggestion of Lord Blackett P.R.S., I visited Molins and met Theo for the first time in 1966. He showed me his numerically controlled milling machine with the other features just described, and I was tremendously impressed by the sheer ingenuity and fundamentally sound basis of his concept. All the initial work of building the first machines had been done in an old building behind the main works. The first two machines were up and running for a total expenditure, including all the development and manufacture, of only £50 000.
Theo's thinking had led him to conceive System 24, so called because it was intended to continue operations non-stop day and night. Its full development took about four years, and in its final form he envisaged an automatic flexible manufacturing system capable of running round the clock, fully manned for one shift, the other two shifts being manned only by main tenance people. He conceived a group of complementary machine tools which between them could carry out any kind of machining needed, the component being passed from a pigeon hole storage rack running the length of the machine group, with an automatic conveyor which could deliver any pair of pallets to and from any machine, and re-store them in the rack in any position which would be remembered by the computer. Even though the storage system worked fast, it became clear that it would be overloaded under certain conditions. To prevent this and to give a certain amount of autonomy to the machine tools, a buffer store holding four pallet pairs was designed to stand between the machines and the main store. This also contained cutter magazines, which were kept with their work pieces. This concept solved every material transfer problem in a simple, elegant and logical way, eliminating queuing and providing instant re-scheduling. Williamson pointed out ruefully that subse quent Flexible Manufacturing Systems developments over the following 30 years had failed to adopt his fundamentally simple concept, whilst academics were still trying to produce complex solutions to queuing problems which need never exist.
Having made successful prototype machine tools for their own use, Molins decided to make a batch of 15 of their twin-spindle high-speed machining units which were sold to other industries including aircraft, instruments and computer peripherals. Two of the machines went to Aerospatiale in France and were used to machine Concorde window frames among other components. Many of the components of these machines were sub-con tracted because their type or quality was unsuited to M olins' manufacturing facilities. All the assembly, testing and subsequent commissioning was done by Molins personnel, and a sepa rate assembly facility was established in a building at Saunderton near High Wycombe alongside the cigarette-making machine assembly line. Molins had thus taken a conscious decision to diversify into machine tool manufacture, a decision which was influenced by doubts about the long term future of the cigarette market, and it was felt that diversification into high added-value machinery was an attractive step forward. The very innovative machine tools designed by Williamson and his team had a much greater added value than tobacco machinery, but they did require a higher standard of skill and cleanliness in assembly, and there were some practical problems over achieving this. W illiamson's ideas about how to run a complete flexible manufacturing system had begun to crystallize. First a Mark II version of the twin-spindle high-speed machining unit was built. Improvements were made in appearance, ease of manufacture and provision for all the automated material and tool transfer which would be necessary for a fully automatic manufacturing system. A model was made of the complete System 24, with the storage rack, buffer stores and the work piece loading and unloading stations. This model was full of detail and was of great value in con vincing people of the practicality and potential capability of the system. Williamson wrote a report for his Board and shortly afterwards the Chairman and the Managing Director com missioned a new building to house a complete seven machine system alongside the main works in Deptford. Working with the architect, Williamson designed this building from the cellars upwards to be an ideal housing for System 24. The noisy hydraulic machinery was contained in an underground powerhouse, and provision was also made in the basement for the collection of swarf and its baling for subsequent re-melting. The ground floor housed the complete mechanical system in the hall, which was provided with a sound-absorbent ceiling and equipped with first-class heating and ventilation. Alongside the machine hall was a separate workpiece preparation area and a tooling area where cutters could be re-ground and fixturing provided for different parts as needed. Above was a mezzanine floor which housed the computer and an area for part programming. This led on to a gallery from which people could view the whole operation as a working entity without getting in the way of the work in progress.
At the same time as this building was started, Molins decided to involve International Business Machines Ltd. This was done as Molins were spending a lot of money with IBM to improve their manufacturing control, and it was felt that the System 24 development should appeal to IBM. The first contact was made with Mr E.R. Nixon who was the head of IBM in Britain, and he rapidly involved most of his Company. During the next year Molins had many visits from top IBM executives and specialists in areas ranging from marketing to manufac turing. As a result of all their investigations, IBM became even more enthusiastic than Molins and predicted very large sales figures. IBM wanted to be involved and to use a pilot scheme in their manufacturing plant in Rochester, Minnesota, tailored to their computer operating systems.
Though everything seemed set fair for the major development of System 24, a series of developments took place beginning in 1967, which led to it being abandoned by Molins on the eve of its completion. In 1965, the manufacturing department at Molins had introduced a new layer of middle management, and appointed a Services Director responsible for their manufacturing services. Williamson commented that 'he was very ambitious and could think of lots of things which he would like to bring under his wing. Unfortunately, the net result was a very large increase in over-paid staff, most of whom contributed virtually nothing, except to get in other people's way.' Though he was not affected personally and got on well with the man concerned, Williamson was very concerned by the deterioration in the balance sheet and in communication which resulted from these changes. A second factor was that in 1967 the Managing Director decided to retire early, leaving Molins bereft of his remarkable ability as a manager and father confessor, and potentially rudderless. At the same time, a financial re-structuring of Molins which gave a controlling interest to the 'Associated Companies': B.A.T. and Imperial Tobacco, which had longstanding holdings in the Company's equity, led to the appointment of a new Chief Executive. This deprived the Chairman of most of his authority, which had been the mainspring of support for Williamson's team's remarkable progress up to this point.
The new Managing Director was an ex-airline pilot who left British Overseas Airways Corporation to work for Smiths Industries. Williamson reported that his first action was to introduce a two-inch thick operations manual, based on his previous experience, which pur ported to tell you how to do everything down to the requisition of a pencil. This had a very dampening effect on the self-motivated staff of the company, who had been used to working informally, but highly effectively, because for the most part they knew their jobs backwards. Williamson described how morale plummeted and he had old hands who had been with the Company all their lives, coming and crying in his office.
Another complication arose in that the Molins family who owned 51% of the shares decided that they wished to float the family shares on the Stock Exchange. In order to do that successfully, a balance sheet showing a high return on capital was important and achieving this became a priority. The System 24 development came in for close scrutiny, since it was strictly speaking not within the direct day-to-day trading of the Company, and with the Research and Development and start-up costs it was not going to improve the bottom line in the short term. Williamson did his utmost to make the new management understand the sig nificance of the manufacturing and operating revolution which System 24 would have pro duced inside the Company, but he failed to carry them with him. They preferred to listen to advice from the old-guard manufacturing sceptics who did not really understand System 24, and who believed that the expensive conventional practices Molins were following were good enough, having served the Company in the past. In spite of all the investment which had been made in it, the Deptford System 24 installation was shut down in 1969 within six to eight months of its completion. This was done in spite of the fact that the Ministry of Technology advisers were enthusiastic over its progress which they regarded as standing alongside the Pilkington Float Glass process as the best technical development in Britain. The expensive special building had been completed and equipped with machine tools paid for by an unsolicited gift of £500 000 from Mintech. There were, however, a number of tricky aspects of the System which had not been fully resolved, and there was considerable pressure on all concerned in the build-up to the Paris Machine Tool Exhibition.
At this critical point, Williamson's health broke down and he suffered a serious haemor rhage from an ulcer in his oesophagus caused by a hiatus hernia. In September 1969 he entered Guy's Hospital, London, for what was predicted to be 'a perfectly simple operation' but proved to be a two-week cliffhanger. During his absence the Molins management re arranged the production of System 24. When he returned to work after his convalescence he was faced with a changed situation, not to his liking. After careful thought he decided to remain loyal to his team, and make what progress he could with the System 24 machines that were left. This continued until September 1973 when he could bear the situation no longer and walked out of a Molins Board Meeting and resigned from the Company.
Throughout the development of System 24, patents had been taken out for the important features. The world-wide royalty payments from these received by Molins amounted to mil lions of pounds, even though the Company had ceased development work on flexible manu facturing systems before the patents were granted. Such was his reputation that Williamson was offered three Chairs of Engineering at British Universities. He did not accept any of these offers as he did not want to become involved in the academic world for the remainder of his career, and he had already decided to retire early. R a n k X e r o x , Rank Xerox were very keen that Williamson should join them to set up their new Engineering Centre at Milton Keynes. This he finally agreed to do, becoming their European Director of Research. He stipulated that he would only work with them for two years, but this was somewhat extended. Initially, the Xerox Corporation had plans for a major Engineering Centre in Europe, but these were modified before very much had been done. Williamson was much involved in the development of the Xerox colour copier and I remember him showing me some remarkably good prints which had been produced at this time.
C o m m it t e e w o r k a n d p u b l ic a t io n s From his early days when working on sound reproduction, Williamson published widely. The scope of his contribution can be judged from the bibliography at the end of this Memoir. A landmark in his Publications was the James Clayton Lecture delivered before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in 1967 whilst Molins were strongly backing the devel opment of System 24, although his thesis was met with some scepticism by the Engineering establishment. After Molins reduced their support for this development in 1969, Williamson turned his considerable energy into analysing Britain's industrial performance and predicting its future trend. His NEDO Discussion Paper 1, printed in March 1971, accurately predicted the decline of the British manufacturing industry. For the rest of his life, Williamson drew attention to the need for high value-added products supported by adequate levels of capital investment if an economy was to grow and continue to prosper.
In 1969 Williamson was appointed to the Engineering Board of the Science Research Council and in 1972 he became Chairman of the Council's Manufacturing Technology Committee. Amongst the initiatives which he encouraged was the Teaching Company Scheme. Initially, this was viewed critically by academics, but it became one of the most successful University-Industry interfaces that has been developed, and there are now more than 500 Teaching Company Schemes in operation. Another of his activities in 1972 was collaborating with me in organizing the Royal Society Discussion Meeting on 'Manufacturing Technology in the 1980s'. His wide knowledge of the industry was invalu able in enabling us to collect a first class team of speakers, whose contributions were pub lished in the Society's Philosophical Transactions, Series A, No. 1250. He was also involved in the discussions of the Fabian Science Group, and through Dr Nicholas Kurti F.R.S., with the international conferences on the Unity of Sciences held at various cities in the United States between 1978 and 1982. His final Paper, written in March 1992 for the Machine Tool Design Research (MATADOR) Conference in Manchester was a review of System 24 and an account of the circumstances which led Molins to abandon building the complete System. He was too ill to attend the Conference so the Paper was read for him by a former colleague. The final sentence of this Paper, quoted below, summarizes W illiamson's thinking: 'I hope that, as a consolation prize, some lasting good will emerge for the U.K. balance of trade out of all this (i.e. the work done on System 24) and that attitudes will change so that, in the future, the big prizes will not be sacrificed so often by short-termism.'
Family life W illiamson's boyhood and education have already been described, but this Memoir would not be complete without an account of his marriage and family. One of the staff at the Ferranti Edinburgh Works was Alexandra J.S. Neilson who was a Graduate of Edinburgh University, initially working in the same laboratory as Theo. They married on 8 June 1951 and their three eldest children -two daughters and a son -were bom in Edinburgh. Their younger son was bom in August 1961 after Theo had joined Molins and the family had moved to Kent in the January of that year. They had a home which was secluded and ideal for family life. Theo was not a swimmer himself, though his wife was very keen, so he built a pool in their garden. Any creative interests of the children had his full support, and this continued after his move to Rank Xerox when he lived in Leighton Buzzard. He had a work shop in the cellar of the house, and his younger son claims that he learned more here from his father than he ever did at school.
In September 1979 the Williamsons moved to Italy, where they had found a property in Umbria in the hills above Lake Trasimeno, with splendid views over the lake. This had been owned by an English family, and Theo set about modifying it and building a swimming pool with his normal vigour. He again had a workshop in which he developed inter alia items for his younger son's industrial control and measurement company in Sussex. Part of his time was devoted to helping other local residents on La Cima, and he has been sadly missed there.
The Williamsons were most hospitable to visitors from Britain and a former collaborator who visited them in 1990 remarked that Theo had not changed. His courtesy, humour and scientific curiosity were undiminished. He was, however, still sad over the cancellation of System 24 and could not accept the financial considerations which led to this. Nevertheless he continued to have the unswerving loyalty of his team and we will all remember the privi lege it was to have known such a brilliant and lovable man.
